TECH4LIFE ENTERPRISES NAMED AS BRANHAM TOP 25 CANADIAN UP AND COMING ICT COMPANIES

Branham Group, a leading “Go to Market” consultancy, exclusively focused on the technology sector, has named Tech4Life Enterprises among the top 25 ICT companies in Canada. Branham is the most comprehensive listing of publicly traded and privately held IT companies in Canada.

Tech4Life Enterprises continues to impact masses with its innovative technologies, such as the Telemedicine platform called MDConsults, and point of care devices like digital stethoscope called eSteth, and noninvasive monitoring devices. Being recognized among the top ICT companies, based on creativity and innovation, is a special accomplishment for the company and its partners all over the world.
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Nelson Mandela once said, “There is no passion to be found playing small in settling for a life that is less than the one you are capable of living”. Tech4Life Enterprises has shown to exceed its capacity through dedication, teamwork and partnerships. The company has shown 200% growth in its users and revenues from the same time last year. Our achievements and potential has been well recognized by Branham300, naming Tech4Life as the Top 25 Up and Coming ICT companies in Canada for 2016. With new partnerships in North America and Europe, and expected launch of low cost digital stethoscope in the next quarter, Tech4Life aims to achieve greatest impact on the health of vulnerable populations around the world.

TECH4LIFE PRODUCTS ATTRACTED KEY PARTNERS AT ARAB HEALTH 2016

Tech4Life Enterprises showcased its innovative range of products including world’s fastest growing mobile telemedicine solution ‘MDConsults’ and next generation plug n play digital stethoscope ‘eSteth’ at Arab Health 2016 in Dubai.

The launch of eSteth was attended by several companies, who acclaimed the devise due to its user friendliness, efficient diagnosis and reasonable price. Tech4Life received appreciation for developing digital stethoscope that helps community health workers to transmit real-time digital quality sound to distant health care providers.

Our flagship telemedicine solution ‘MDConsults’ has already made its presence globally through its web, mobile and personal care application that covers the horizons of healthcare provision.
MDConsults is enabling a number of rural clinics in Zimbabwe to connect to the physicians for timely diagnosis and care. One such physician, Dr. Admore Jokwiro has connected with his patients at 5 distant located clinics through MDConsults. His patients usually had to travel or wait for days or at times weeks in order to get diagnosis, periodic checkups and follow-up prescriptions. Dr. Jokwiro has saved his patients’ waiting time and travel expenses through telemedicine.

MDConsults enabled Dr. Jokwiro to connect with his patients, manage their data, and enable remote appointments as well as conduct live tele-consultations when needed. Now Dr. Admore Jokwiro has connected his patients from Avilla, Nyafaru, Mt.Mellory, Nyatate & Tombo. Similar rural populations in other parts of Africa are also benefiting from such implementations of MDConsults.

After successful implementation for obstetrics care, MDConsults is now being deployed by docHERs for tele-psychiatry in various clinics in Pakistan. On April 1, 2016, General and Mental Hospita, Dada inaugurated state of the art tele-psychiatry service, which uses MDConsults to connect to the hospital to Psychiatrists and Psychologists.

Also, Tech4Life Enterprises is now part of a school health project in collaboration with the Aga Khan University in suburbs of Karachi, Pakistan. This project will feature provision of telehealth services to school children with the doctors via mobile & web based telemedicine platform, MDConsults. MDConsults will connect the school health nurse with the physician for better screening, triage and quick access to healthcare.

I heard about Tech4Life Enterprises from ICT4Health Africa where companies from across the globe gathered to present their health solutions. I tried Tech4Life’s flagship product MDConsults which is a web & mobile based telemedicine software.

I found out that MDConsults doesn’t require any additional hardware to be installed. It is accessible on any device be it computers, smartphones or handheld devices. I implemented MDConsults in my clinics and found out that it features Store & Forward along with Live Consultation which helped me connect my patients from remotely located clinics to doctors. I plan to expand my services through MDConsults and highly recommend MDConsults to all healthcare organizations in Africa. This is truly a game changer.